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One  
At the morning’s motion oh sun of Sunday unyet, 
To please, season’s seizing, sea-crossed certainty. 

Lost at last, ye draping-done witness aloud, 
For this – the fish-lift/wish-gift investigation’s 

Outboard motor-tone, really doing all-over’s time. 
From now to unlearning’s rounding off, radial 
By in-particular/auricular middle spin within. 
Taught by the unsuited sweet in ties of what 

White arrival-bound nouns-by-the-pound allows. 
 
 
 

Two  
Brightly unlit no outta-sight/butter-slight dish, 

Fitting unwitting bellows by never’s kind laugh. 
To grace in agreement’s floating fixture what 

Seems the notch of notion, with question. 
What slim sleep, what window-worn winds of 

Night’s common sky/so hope as hope’s appearance. 
Fiddle-twitch wish gongs ado this day of dog 

And another thing from here there by all 
Possible twirls (notwithstanding) hand feature. 

 
 
 

Three  
At a window’s wolly wink no place again, 

Plea with every cat-chase/mat-face alone-ya. 
No-part the part of all-aroma un-around, 

But see-three a nether-block tympanic bit. 
From thee, halls-off mounting zoomerang 
To pocky-pock knockulations illustrious, 
Farther to gather/fitter bathers so doing. 
None but these: the backland breed of 
True bastards (oh am within family’s 

Mildest farce) yopping rest-cone license.  
 
 
 

Four  
Fish-found preponderance focus-long arrival, 
Number-funny lung-rings a-climbing so forth. 
The piece and pie-size port within portion’s 

Hardy-mark grassy graduality (the becoming). 
Not the lost but these the leaving’s foundation, 

Certain-then, forty-north sports toned basic. 
Keeping in keeping’s notion-so, fit this within 
Fillet abbreviation, hooray alleviation, curly. 

Fortune’s great goodness slumber-spent soundly, 
Face by face a passage-put position seeing so. 
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Five  
Motion’s murk (oh sadly-sewn arithmetic), 
A mirth’s girth at finest plow-dam on sight. 
Back-along/raw-with/umbrage, no dip from 
Split-tip implicative drawn life-large, eh? 
As delicate a relic on pelican-melody’s 

Pup-pup lake-lap of growling allowances, 
Firstly’s proper clarity-marriage on-line. 
Fit for dandy-decent enervative-swerve 

Bicuspidar-dust/milk-gnash dotty-dash close. 
 
 
 

Six  
One willing’s wonder to rather’s damp wallow, 
Here for the handful’s host: nomenclature up. 

Far and following’s fit feast dreaming only 
Upon whichnever’s occupant: ye fully legged so. 

Pressure-dressing lumbar-lump to lamplit 
Pizzicatatonic sonic moon: piece by nimble 

Piece (another’s dimple) puzzle-cause roster. 
Deem-so/belief-skeet knowing return for 

Out pasture’s early nature seed positioning. 
 
 
 

Seven  
One numberless forth-from in ace-mention/ 

Place-dentation (no for an answer’s mini-digitum). 
Here-for/there-on it’s a day’s silence to 
A night’s holy sky (by all lasting’s fill). 
What’s a fit-felt fabrication to this the 

Well-swelling telling’s grade of approach, 
Never to sound so singular/pound as well. 
Better than several’s fountain-limb unity 

By-gosh/brightly-galore’s long long beyond. 
 
 
 

Eight  
What’s rumbly wonder-drone on higher backings of, 

Not what you’d think but there’s the coo-coo-bit. 
Farther north: upper-deck stiff-neck election by the 

Horse of follow’s wooden stair (look no saddle), 
How’s with the night’s ample doings (?) but. 

For how-many’s round-with/sound-with inclusion, 
No offer reformed at so lay-low a pay-no. 
Cannon upon cannon’s true shadow-tent in 

Ripple-dancer’s costly-consumed accustomed call. 
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Nine  
Then came the rains, loping open window’s hope, 

A case-maker’s unpaced place for temptation. 
Fried-lied denials at forty-pace’s cross-pole 
No need to ascertain without’s chatty fact, 

But steadwise otherly smother what needs be. 
Keep to the deep-sweeping sleep-off’s eye, 

For it is so in so and so forth’s faces. 
Unbarged enlargements at made relation’s 

Patience-trod noddings once east, once west. 
 
 
 

Ten  
Enabler’s ability-borne bereavement begone, 
No of no-more’s nohow/noway not-this-time. 
Ah to the sky then, (picture-points procure) 
A deed in a deed: in reading read a writer. 

There’s the find often-wise (foundation-free) 
For this winding’s slow accumulation-check 
Aw-heck directive but smoother by tonight 
Cryptic-capitals oh since-time going’s up 
No-roomless/though-drumful luck-lining. 

 
 
 

Eleven  
When’s blooming again at late-lorn return, 

So-put the no-put: fresh from tomorrow’s eye, 
Thee (the octave’s horn) with time-toward tense, 

Free but magazine-dream perfect-sense dye. 
Upon then on/gone then go, ye form of one 

And flat-iron re-figuration (drowsy-dowser), 
Feet-with skill in stepping silence toes. 
That’s it while else’s melting bounds go 
Settle-nettle calling so verbal so, close. 

 
 
 

Twelve  
An obviated methodology’s corner square-block, 
Reticent by nature but innocent through misuse. 

Free-linking then steel-bit threading with 
Every-said letter to mention-idention rollick’s 

Thrice-become back-shot sport-short remembrance. 
Holding’s double-north replacement no wide 
Concentration as breakable/makeable place. 

Calm-claim arrangement but not with-all 
In/out reliances misunderstood as ever. 
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Thirteen  
The how of how’s-about-it but an unbefore, 
Since with sentence’s cardinal resurrection. 
Flim-flam/dim-running such-time as now, 
But flurry-bent alphabet-bound soundings. 

Clearly-so reliability only by incings wince, 
Find let-go light-wise alliances with ease 

Not-only’s careful daring supposes surely. 
At-finding’s told-clip to all’s fitful nod, 

Practical-snack duration of forgetting mixture. 
 
 
 

Fourteen  
Picture-tincture emerald-heraldry in summation, 

For within fortune (O simple-dimple down-up doings). 
Feat so repeater’s neat-seat exception without, 
Argyle argumental/case-class harassment bit. 

Cause for circuitous march-time implementation 
On rugs of snug butter-dish clickings by 

No shelf-life knife-and-forked tongue rungs. 
Here’s the send of sent-for’s artful hand, 

Nowhere’s clamorings sameness unbuckle. 
 
 
 

Fifteen  
Having-known/giving-run fun-bits at last, 

Many-sides to any-mind’s furthest intention. 
Realizing only too much a how-now policy, 
Great and good this piece-work to nurture. 
Clean with dream-scene meaning’s alter 

Ultimations on wide-screen motions upon, 
Quay and sail-off suppositions attuned as. 
Humbler science to skeet what graphic-of 

In crumbly-dumb wit-worn material sketch. 
 
 
 

Sixteen  
The other of another’s foot-length motion, 

Not by time by but time to time’s ink-rhyme. 
Newly-wording present-tense tobacco-barn, 

Shoe-rule implore to schoolish invention. 
It’s these: oh tree-sight night all-lasting 

With pre-root two-scoot nuisance-doom, 
Forming flatly by pat-pat nature-norms. 

Thanks again, ye whittles-sticks/tockling, 
Nothing there no sail’s bucket unfills. 
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Seventeen  
Then: one moon-fuller’s Sunday extent; so, 

If for morning on the morrow’s pine-tar. 
Such as sudden’s intern/spin/fly nice-way, 
But thither as simmer’s rustle-thus fleece. 
What-line/hind with features so linearly 
Spinning that leap-o-faith nations fly, 

Come-upon’s nature unto love (it’s along). 
Care’s lime-skin respiration no image of 
A name’s always-notch likewise become. 

 
 
 

Eighteen  
Unspent dentation’s chew-to-you reasons, 
Fuller with file-fit propriety: wondrously. 
After’s near-sound by along’s returning. 
Nothing but this: the whole of tomorrow 

On-course through grading’s revivals. 
Fresh-at-day’s inkling mixture-mark, 
Settle’s hair-soak reliability so doing. 
Up-and-upon’s approaching entries, 

This the way of rest to resistance. 
 
 
 

Nineteen  
Petite yet largo-mungo montagular flooring, 
Numberless singularity by all-wise surprises. 

Statements as to the effect: pierce-promise 
Prognostication in truly sudden eventuality’s 

Robust nods of affirmative rumour, yes-yes-yes. 
For this last-time’s more-than-ever severity: 

Camp-lamp/romp-companion’s sibling riddle. 
Offer extends until march: let allowing’s 

Measure but deem a perfect pic-nic. 
 
 
 

Twenty  
In pepper-grain repartee so thin an alley’s foot 

Might simmer-slow close-buoy for those instead. 
What-wow/form-now’s incomplete dreamer’s 
Accumulative pin-store rescue warning aloud. 

Can ever’s neat-light orion-sign knees 
On savior-sound/labor-ground duty suppose, 
Yet feeling-so/wheeling-so’s acrobat knit? 

Question’s thus-must opera: motive-host dozen 
For to-ton-tone-stone eternity, oh tempo. 
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Twenty-one  
Distant rejoinderistic latitudinous mash-pie, 

Not-so-fast speed-square relations up-giving. 
An unbeginning’s plural-durality on size, 
Here’s the rub-down’s lumber-lift alright. 
Thinking of now-then’s double-borne spot 

Of cross-talking’s close-peel clippings, 
Careful for the age of repositive clam. 
Not-for-sale, lane-width methods only 

Known for what’s-that-sound’s research. 
 
 
 

Twenty-two  
Three-field/free-fold in-rolled allusions 

Fitly-flat (a-tat) loose by natural revision. 
Stand of standard’s (reco-deco) neck-outings, 
Please see side panel for duty-done tellings. 
No-forth and off-on, thinking softly of all 

Nicey-nice speech-parts: creations widening 
Message at all-upon angles repositioning. 

This the verb of voluntary reaction making, 
As through mucky-murk’s marsh slices soul. 

 
 
 

Twenty-three  
What-wall’s falling rally-pal pronunciation, 

On gates of wild informal euphoria-sleet ports. 
No rural identation but supper-real kneel, 

Here the case a fiddle’s bout so turning-to. 
Fix a term’s ocean-stage to fat fathom 

Figurations of (slight alliance and clasp), 
Withering stern what wandering weather. 
For this: classic new-before replacement, 

No last a past-sop/rest-knock’s along. 
 
 
 

Twenty-four  
Action’s dim abstractions by sleeping’s conjure, 

For the preposition’s mention (on-line spine). 
Deal’s non-profit socket to ease what seems 
The cane-forest calamity’s festive lighting. 
Not this: continue’s repetition-ripe hyphen 

Tone-connecting missing-issue reformations, 
That’s surely a fine-line’s apple-trap cap. 

Ho-ho-ho the dozen-or-so rote-notions yearly, 
Nice-bowl/twice-cold memories’s shifting stain. 
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Twenty-five  
(Jeepers), at length-time/strength-rhyme point, 
no-sweat the wrangle-angle’s thoroughfare of. 

What-holds/hat-whorls to these: ancient makings 
From double-doubts toward numbered stubbles. 
This (now): erase of co-cause’s no-pause laws 

If that’ll be the day of descent-time (lordy), 
But here’s our second theatre-treat seating. 

No scheme like the old scheme: just another 
Farming community’s non-option in taking note. 

 
 
 

Twenty-six  
Rates in greatness: fitful deeds by sitful needs, 

No-purse contractions on salad-bun events. 
Keeping’s crisp mention on call-upon/falling’s 
Recircling deem-rune colorations (so possible). 
Back-gnash tickly-itch main projections over 
Parent of transparent’s narrative going along, 
Less one often/more cute than a falling star. 
Perhaps at last one within lone’s correlation, 

Inner of dinner’s glancing-light post-preference. 
 
 
 

Twenty-seven  
Andy beginning (spiny-spine) mind-line impliances, 
Dark-marsh/re-wash image-span high-lighter’s pie. 

Too restful for ahoy-alloy toy-ploy to secluse, 
This-morning’s home-motion a toss-off’s heave. 

What’s sad-rad-and-oh-so-bad?  A not-not’s 
So central mention of hurrified acrossness 
By all-over’s merchant-trial standard-cabs. 

Close; number’s lilting-pitch nook (by) 
Ye climb of looking-laughter’s ascent. 

 
 
 

Twenty-eight  
Little-nilly noggin-note, running nine-to-one, 

Ferver-node emplication-mate on terror’s plain. 
Not-this’s orchestral circumference away, 
To see and not to say as several’s sitcom. 
A cloak in cough’s missing magic-casting 
Formulation for the true discontent towers. 
Fresh from the nearest no-place again-wise. 
More the simple-say extent of loping-rope 
Classic-lasso rid within riddle’s middlest. 
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Twenty-nine  
Across the fetch of a wretch-pressing 

Some-dome invective: nobody’s hurried pool. 
What-rush mush-time loop-stoop on wheels, 

Careful the effort’s time-time chromatic. 
Kiss (oh kiss) our never’s nickel-known 
Impression to the plate’s neighbor-mate, 
For-then: most of this sits so, so-saying 

Our’s the self-writ/spin-wit dipthong shoe, 
So pretty-pent it’s lay-song ready-bursts. 

 
 
 

Thirty  
Sear within search’s rumbly call-up, 

Hoarse and chore-bone borne of isn’t. 
When’s pit-net unsettling swervent, 

All-same’s either-wise size-off together. 
Put this upon that: surety-sworn odor 

Of oath and mathematical mixture-bowl, 
Cheese of breeze-built bygones as rapid. 
Two-sides so bead-braiding a wind-arm’s 
Ample tickle-click (sunder-unto) comedy. 

 
 
 

Thirty-one  
Rolling gesture if’s within prolific’s fixture, 
At within later’s stumbling-event centurions. 

Me within meaning’s much-more morphic mulch, 
(see above) for sea-song silent-type suds. 
No-longer wish in hearing’s twin rivulets 

This-with-that’s (nature-stitch suited pattern), 
But full-flame indentation with mis-match. 
Steady-tow/ready-row in each-dish’s script, 

Win within winding’s return: pleasing reason. 
 
 
 

Thirty-two  
To move in motion’s motive bye-bye size, 

Not unforgettive by nightly-known study-up. 
Frantic-prank cards-at-table in a single’s 
Significant rideology of greatness gone. 

Arm’s alarm no-peace release (in-office), 
Fence-bent anxious in link-tink lanky-lore 

By-the-pound imploring plurals: hot tea mullings. 
So-forth worthy not-quite in reddening’s 
Part-view/large-next opportunity’s pop. 
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Thirty-three  
Unknower’s plow-margin to final-soak, 

Timber’s rolling-stripe on roadway’s empire. 
Through night’s positive arch-width on-scale 
To perfection’s anti-sack pre-llarity design. 
Might-have’s okay-then list of non-nouns 
From high-title’s personal prefix by-gum. 
Hither/thither’s assignment of uncreation. 
In waiting’s proper-nod repose belonging, 

With meal-mate’s home-call at kindly times. 
 
 
 

Thirty-four  
In down of broke-spoken wheel-base aces, 

No-hand the still-stand hurling reversal urge. 
Time to read and readily-stead what serves 

Simply with no-side compliance storing spare. 
Sparse-green (oh parsley-print) instinct 
At level-meeting deal-doings with all, 

No truth left unearned this wishing well. 
Either’s complete designation on rows of 
Floor-top/locality-rock near homing-coat. 

 
 
 

Thirty-five  
Certain perk-for-work’s done-drumming, 
Be at this: pry and pry’s gritty clenches. 
To see within seed’s rattling-riddle time, 

But for this-n’-that’s unspat prattle-o. 
Leaning’s harbor-word of guess-muster 
With cape-apple/late-tipple mis-footing, 
Sit by an hour’s best-unrest sendings-on. 
No: not other’s kiddish/radish maxims 

So-remembered/though/encumbered re-telling. 
 
 
 

Thirty-six  
What’s in an evening’s rolling-sky intent? 
Oh festering question of air and over-there. 
Pane-straightness to window-wise glidings, 
Of course a slide’s wide-line/time-finding. 

Can (of-never’s nerve) concern’s cave-floor 
As writing’s scale-apply full-ensignment 

With nifty-fixture pending-parts making well. 
Light-sending’s efficient-silly nigh-surprisal 
Exacting what single-most edge-perfection. 
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Thirty-seven  
More-slide’s fragmental suspensive ditch, 
No-up/no-down unblown freedom’s bring. 
Her’s as-is/was-now power and premise, 

To see another-other piece-doing’s of. 
Unfitting’s nifty newt-form per gallon’s 
Often-saying switch-click acrossing us, 
No-plaid deterrent but softly amusing. 

That: with breath-in/breath-out’s re-order 
Then saying’s quiet post-apparent pearl sky. 

 
 
 

Thirty-eight  
Not-now’s newest knot-enough muffin’s meek, 

To breaking’s marvel-moat with circularity. 
At knowledge-end suspension’s stoplessness 

Gets pull-pull to intra-rule schooling. 
Ish of a finishing’s dish-tone imbursement, 
Case-calm by northern standards at time’s 
Loose-carriage provision: arm’s solid flex. 

To call and consider so perfectly upon, 
What stems thus: vention’s speaking line. 

 
 
 

Thirty-nine  
Sweet as in tomorrow’s fervor-nerve’s get, 
To sound and sent-to in perfection’s gloss. 
Shine within shining’s ever-so selection-of, 

Farther-than’s mid-noon soufflé on tiles. 
Fresh from the ore-meaning’s entire size 
To clear-nesting duties at pointing’s spot, 

Get within together’s opus-hope example-stand. 
This the top-to-bottom’s surface renditioning, 
Catching’s nimble-clasp at variance to always. 

 
 
 

Forty  
The does in doing’s change-a-buck motion, 
Oh free-season recollection for times ahead. 
Now-see/so-ascertaining’s middling verb, 

Not-sudden/hot-ruddy diplomacies all within. 
Running-rage dream from late-tending’s mind 
With place-filling possibility framing cause, 
To sense’s helpless acceptance-of: reaction. 

Differing’s arch-bridge(ing) be within maybe 
Thus as truss connects, contains, corresponds to. 
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Forty-one  
How-spoken/now-looking’s dual doubly din, 

To see and sound-out certain’s now-now. 
Per-pound’s atmospheric nickel-nudges of, 
Ten-times flower-note emphatic insistence. 

This the piping’s bell-tone/knell-bone source. 
No-argument’s clean relinquishment calls 

Thunder-parts to saving’s graceful drumming. 
Working’s decent-drone a-humming’s hypnoid, 
Thyself an else-wise cry of climbing thought. 

 
 
 

Forty-two  
Lessening-extra (moosh) delicative nounage, 

By sink-house/pink-mouse delivery’s harborings. 
Ruination’s non-split by enough’s rowdies, 
Keeping to all’s high-entirety at any rate. 

Pinch-pond padding’s from memorial mage, 
It’s here/it’s there by gumption’s already 

Endless mid-place in wording’s go-ahead. 
To see or naughty see, (thaddeus quester,) 

No-nomenclature’s unknown within strolling. 
 
 
 

Forty-three  
Mind’s cross-net/moss-fit-to: scene as so, 
What begs completion’s totality-turning. 
For this: the cane’s warm bend inward, 
Toward starting’s pleasing screen-fold. 
At better’s up-and-up attentive stance, 

Keeping’s revolving-surface sphere afloat 
With next-dexterity’s humble entirety. 

For now: together-with’s wheat and rye kind, 
As end within bending’s circular center. 

 
 
 

Forty-four  
Space of one minute (in-it) then-block when, 

To complete’s rising origin by golly-gee. 
Feats with storied-arms/late-alarming’s 

Personal version: dreaming’s lean steamer. 
No-resistance’s won specificity only, as 
What-will’s random urgency notes one 

After another-wise: burning-heart’s orange. 
To tally with total’s true intent-line, 

Finding’s lane-induction too penultimate. 
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Forty-five  
In nearly ripped response to any’s ovality, 

A real-deal’s importune referendum-o. 
By else-wise stance’s gum within argument, 

(it the it’s uncertain bit), concerning all. 
What-line/some-time’s never-know/several-of 

Romping for extra-stepping’s daily scale 
A nation’s fund-for-all partially resumes. 

 
 
 

Forty-six  
Most a morning’s mid-mush interceptive slice, 
Too-facing what seems (another yet) holiness. 

Not to say, in fact, what dithers dathers, 
Rather, then, to ascertainistically refute. 
Finishing later: notch-point annointings 

So darlinged upon as to become unsavory. 
No-no, the row of slow’s dim allowance, 

Ready-and-steady in beaching ahead fully. 
 
 
 

Forty-seven  
Larking’s happy-calm long-look (doing’s it), 

Of air’s numberless motion-nest indeedy. 
To brink and braid what eternal so is, 

While’s up-appearing surface smoothing. 
A work’s wending-wise footing to view, 
From-it’s sing within singular spective 
To early-note’s morning light melodic. 

These: so-sitting’s run-for-it cover, 
With evening’s plate of colors warming. 

 
 
 

Forty-eight  
Neighing nature’s end-run syllable-seed, 
Too frothy-musk for wording’s tiny trim. 

All of this and so much more’s pitch, 
Butter-terms apple-snap/rumple-crush. 

Fixin’s-n-feedin’s free-fall (tonight only), 
Starting’s gift-of-going assumptive oh, 

At within platform’s place printing foot. 
Mere discussion’s calendar-converses an 
Astrolabe-logic’s silly-fuel nets-not a say. 
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Forty-nine 
Oh to quilling’s still brilliance (history, eh), 

On banks of baking-because revolution-mode. 
Much of this becomes litter-looking’s it, 
Forgiven’s mild elastic (at last) passing – 
To seize what slowly goes slower again. 

Nobody’s humble fret-whiffle diaper-days 
Effort-sniff best-yet jersey-prize license. 

Ax within relaxation’s knocky-block socket, 
Ant meaning’s mess-hall march informing. 

 
 
 

Fifty  
Minute’s moment-mound/bound-fit interest webbing, 

Since then: an arm’s lucky trial flipping up. 
Oh for our central innocence in returning’s 
Fragility (agile as) when it’s money again. 

To price and pay-for’s certain clearing, 
Away’s missing-distance no post conveys: 
Perhaps (this term’s family) encore-soon. 

At within pattern’s emblem-blooming dial, 
Turning’s turn: presenting easy’s white noise. 

 
 
 

Fifty-one  
Owl-toes concerned: at long-drawing’s front lawn, 

By the porch of old sea-block yard-armings. 
Then: to finish well what well does being, 

A T’s start for-arranging-for’s nodule. 
Work’s all-time employ/relay to ping-pong, 
Upon latitudes of doubly-deeming’s two-fer 

Dreams of fully-wooly briskness up and down. 
That; how well one thing but forever will 
Straightly-state steadiness awaiting until. 

 
 
 

Fifty-two 
Have’s have-again then-to: our place near 
As morrow’s now-now explanations of. 
Here’s the sub-title’s numb extractor’s 

Offering in darkness and slight line. 
Keep-deeply’s deep-keepings-for saying’s 
All-over somewise authorium on layers, 
Twin-engine set-forth by the full case. 
How’s about out’s ladder-leaning lance 

To charge what vault wondrously looms? 
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Fifty-three  
Patty-whack nickel-knack coffee snack jartop, 

On ancient ears of plastic corn-syrup parts. 
Right’s night-science of wiggly-thinkingisms, 

Partial at last to subtle-scenery’s rolling. 
Of course: mounds of mounting apologetics 

On ability’s unmeasureable obstacle-monocle, 
Tone-dreaming’s ardent sky of reliant pitch. 

Somewhere else’s voluntary haste-replacement 
Rations on twin-lolly explanations thin as air. 

 
 
 

Fifty-four 
Eventuality (rustling musk) by numberless 
Order on certainty’s nimble range-peaks. 

Then again: fiddle-knowing’s tangerine-bean 
Wilderness thenceforth in nomenclature put. 
These: one-way/sun-stay’s ever-stating way 
From here to every-whence locality’s this, 

Seeing’s farm-fence obbligato-plain accept. 
Not-for-now’s running fortune a case of 

Nature’s needing-fulness season-so cycle. 
 
 
 

Fifty-five  
Extent (by hourless standing) total-notion, 

writing’s writ with heightening’s wit combine. 
No-such/no-touch torch-flush crushy-mush, 
This the tale of starry’s fullest day-o-night. 

Happens: on grand and great fortunate morn, 
Firstly’s ever-so hour in ripe-arrival’s half: 

So peeks steering’s deck-helmsmate a-compass. 
Closing’s towardness but fitting’s institute, 
Property-by involving artful final notions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


